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Abstract—In today’s open source era, developers look for
similar software applications in source code repositories for a
number of reasons, including, exploring alternative implementations, reusing source code, or looking for a better application.
However, while there are a great many studies for finding similar
applications written in the same programming language, there is
a marked lack of studies for finding similar software applications
written in different languages. In this paper, we fill the gap
by proposing a novel model CroLSim which is able to detect
similar software applications across different programming languages. In our approach, we use the API documentation to
find relationships among the API calls used by the different
programming languages. We adopt a deep learning based wordvector learning method to identify semantic relationships among
the API documentation which we then use to detect crosslanguage similar software applications. For evaluating CroLSim,
we formed a repository consisting of 8,956 Java, 7,658 C#,
and 10,232 Python applications collected from GitHub. We
observed that CroLSim can successfully detect similar software
applications across different programming languages with a mean
average precision rate of 0.65, an average confidence rate of
3.6 (out of 5) with 75% high rated successful queries, which
outperforms all related existing approaches with a significant
performance improvement.
Index Terms—API Calls, Paragraph2Vec, Cross-Language
Software Similarity Detection, Singular Value Decomposition

I. I NTRODUCTION
Research into source code mining and development of
software applications to solve existing computational problems
has played an important role for a long time with software
researchers and developers. As a result, the number of software applications solving the same problem is increasing
substantively in open-source software repositories. A report
from October 2017 [15] shows that GitHub consists of 24M
users with 67M repositories written in different programming
languages. As a result it is helpful to group software applications performing the same tasks together so that users
can more easily select a software application to solve their
problem. In addition, it can help when open source repositories
automatically recommend similar code examples or software
applications within a short time with little overhead [8].
Managing and providing services in big software repositories
like GitHub, SourceForge, BitBucket and so on are considered
a big data management problem. Recently software researchers
are developing common platforms for users and researchers
working in different areas that can combine a variety of
software applications and tools in workflows [1], [2] to satisfy
their needs. By executing the workflows, researchers perform

TABLE I: S OURCE C ODE S IMILARITY S CORE FOR THE
APPLICATIONS IN F IGURE 1
Programming Language Java
C#
Python
Java

1

.062

0.021

C#

.0621

1

.075

Python

0.021

.075

1

different analytic jobs and get useful research insights efficiently. Some examples of this type of platform are Galaxy
[3], iPlantCollaborative [4], and ensemble plants [5]. If a good
number of software applications performing similar kinds of
functionality are present in a common repository, it can help
users to check and select the best suited one as per their
requirements (e.g., diversity in the functionality of a software
application, a specific API, the number of times an application
or API is used by other users in the repository, and so on). In
addition, detecting similar software applications also is useful
for addressing other computer science research problems, such
as re-usability of software applications, rapid prototyping [6],
detecting source code plagiarism [7], code clones detection
[45], and so on.
Detecting similar software applications based on source
code similarity within the same programming language is
relatively straightforward and there are already promising
approaches [8], [9], [45]. Usually for source code similarity
detection each word (i.e., API names, Class names, used Library Method names, syntactic information, etc.) in the source
code is considered a semantic anchor which helps to define the
semantic characteristics of that document [9]. Let us consider
the Java applications in Figure 1a and Figure 1b which add two
integer numbers. Using the Vector Space Model (VSM)1 [16]
we found that, these two applications have a 76% match based
on their source code semantic anchors. Unfortunately, for
different programming languages the API names, identifiers,
code structure, syntactic information and so on are often
different. We applied VSM on the code examples in Figures
1a, 1c and 1d and the semantic anchor similarity results are
given in Table I. From this table we see an almost zero
semantic relationship among the API names and the identifiers
used by Java, Python and C# programming languages. As a
consequence, none of the source code similarity approaches
focus on cross language software application similarity de1 https://media.readthedocs.org/pdf/gensim/stable/gensim.pdf

(c) python code
(a) Java code one

(d) C# code

(b) Java code two

Fig. 1: Code examples for adding two integers from the console written in four different programming languages
tection. There are some other challenges too. For example,
the third party APIs used for developing software applications
differ among programming languages. As well, the byte code
generated by different programming language compilers is also
different considering their semantic and syntactic aspects [13].
Considering all these challenges it can be said that software
similarity detection across different programming languages is
a challenging problem to solve. But with the increase of open
source software applications, detecting cross-language similar
software applications is indisputably an important need.
Although recent studies [10], [12] indicated that their approaches could be extended to detect cross-language similar
software applications, both works have a good number of
restrictions. For example, Thung et al. [12] used collaborative tags for similarity detection which are hardly found
associated with software applications in a repository. Very
often collaborative tags give the wrong impression about
software applications as these tags are provided by a user’s
experience which may vary from user to user and may cover
a small part of the whole application [37]. Thus, figuring out a
universal solution for detecting and searching similar software
applications across different programming languages for any
open source software repositories is still a challenge to solve.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach CroLSim
which is able to detect similar software applications across different programming languages. For establishing a connection
between different programming languages, we leveraged the
descriptions of APIs and their methods234 which briefly state
the purpose of a specific package and methods for the APIs
used in developing a software application. We observed that although APIs and their method names are semantically different
across programming languages, the methods performing the
same operations usually have semantically similar descriptions
(as shown in Figure 2). Realizing this fact, we first collected
descriptions of all the APIs available for different languages
and built a Corpus with those descriptions. For each of the
programming languages, we maintained an individual XML
file in our Corpus. Second, we extracted all the API calls
(including the third party ones too) from the source code of
each of the software applications of our repository. Third,
for each of the applications, we queried the Corpus with the
2 Java
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3 Python

names of the extracted API calls and retrieved the related
descriptions. Then we combined all the descriptions in a
single file for a software application and considered this as
a descriptive representational document (in short DReP) for
that subject software. From our observations we noticed that
there are also not many similarities between the structures of
the descriptions of similar APIs across different programming
languages. In order to mitigate this challenge, we adapted the
distributed memory model of Paragraph Vectors (PV DM)
model [11] which is a deep convolutional neural network
based advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) model
for predicting semantic information from the API descriptions.
We applied PV DM over DReP for each of the software
applications to find semantic similarity between them. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to have attempted
to design a generalized model (not dependent on any of the
specific open source repositories such as GitHub, SourceForge,
BitBucket and so on) for detecting cross-language similar
software applications by leveraging the semantic meaning
of API call descriptions. We also clustered similar software
applications with the help of the semantic weights that are
generated.
To evaluate our work, we performed an extensive number
of experiments supporting our claim that our model can detect
similar software applications across different programming
languages resulting in a mean average precision of 0.65, an
average confidence score of 3.6 (out of 5) and an average
of more than 72% in highly successful queries of the top-5
recommendations of software applications.
II. M OTIVATION
Let us assume a software developer, who is good with
C# but does not have good knowledge of Java and Python,
needs to develop a feasible software solution for adding two
different integer numbers in those programming languages.
They are good in C# and can easily build the application
given in Figure 1d. Now, to develop the same solution in
Python and Java, they start looking for help in GitHub, one
of the most popular and largest software repositories. They
search for a sample code in GitHub with the following two
queries, a. “Addition in Java” and b. “Addition in Python”.
They actually needs the code block given in Figure 1a for
the Java application and Figure 1c for the Python application.
Querying in GitHub with (a.) results in 168 Java applications
where the very related code example to Figure 1c pops up

(a) Methods Extraction and DReP creation for Java Program

(b) Methods Extraction and DReP creation for C# Program

Fig. 2: DRePs created using source code analysis
after 21 software applications. For querying with (b.) 119
Python samples are found where the needed one appears after
35 recommendations. The reason behind this is that GitHub
recommends only those software repositories whose name or
short description matches most with the tokens of the query.
The developer needs to visit each of the software applications,
analyze each source code and needs to find out the required
sample code block for their work. As a novice developer
in Java and Python, it is really hard and time consuming
to manually evaluate and find out the required code blocks
given in Figure 1a and Figure 1c from these huge number of
recommended software applications. They might use the same
queries using Google but will still have the same challenges.
The most feasible solution would be the availability of a search
engine where they could search with the source code given in
Figure 1d or the availability of a cross-language categorized
software repository from which the developer can easily select
a software application similar to the one in Figure 1d, which
would be 1a in Java and 1c in Python. This scenario motivated
us to develop CroLSim.
Different cloud based scientific workflow management systems are available for researchers (e.g. Galaxy [3], iPlant [4],
and ClustEval [51]). In these systems, one can build workflows
with different available software. When building a workflow,
one may need to use different software applications which may
also involve alternative ones of a certain software application.
Our work will help such platforms effectively since CroLSim
will categorize the similar ones based on the source code of
the current one at hand.
III. C RO LS IM - M ODEL AND A PPROACH
In this section, we discuss our approach to detect crossplatform similar software applications from software repositories, provide background for the methods and terminologies
used in CroLSim, and present the model architecture and the
way it works.
A. Approach
CroLSim can be divided into four phases. In the first phase,
we try to establish a common connection among the API calls
performed in each of the programming languages. For this,
we use the API documentation available and maintained by
providers, e.g., programming language Java and its packages

and method descriptions are maintained by Oracle5 , C# is
developed and maintained by Microsoft6 , and Python is maintained by the Python Software Foundation7 . We assume that, if
a single document of combined descriptions of all of the API
calls used in a software application is similar to the document
of the combined descriptions of API calls of another software
application, we can thereby say these two applications are
similar. We named these combined descriptions DrePs which
we considered as a continuous bag of words (CBOW) [20]
without any predefined semantic relation. Let us consider the
source code examples in Figure 2. Here, Figure 2a and 2b
are examples of DRePs generated from analyzing the source
code and getting the corresponding API descriptions from the
available sources/documentation.
In our second phase, we worked on reducing the effects of
“common and less effective” API calls [19]. Let us consider
the source code examples given in Figure 2. One of the
used methods in Java source code in Figure 2a is PRINTLN ()
from the JDK package S YSTEM . OUT which is used to print
something to the console with a newline. If we look at the
C# source code in Figure 2b we see that the W RITE () method
along with the C ONSOLE package used here does the same
thing. If we put the same importance to these methods along
with other dedicated and less frequently used methods in the
source code it will mislead us in Cross-Language similar
software detection. Collins et al. [9] in their work also found
this issue with API calls in Java source code. To deal with
this, they used Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) along
with Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to find out less used
but important methods in Java programs. In our work, we
adapted SVD to filter out less effective API calls in source
code from all of the software applications developed in the
different programming languages.
As different developers and maintainers usually use different
sentence structures and formations for describing the functionality of different methods and libraries, it is worthless to work
with a direct word to word match of DRePs for calculating
software application similarity. Thus, in order to define semantic similarity of the contents of the DRePs, we adapted Le and
Mikolov’s proposed model Paragraph2Vec [11] in the third
5 https://www.oracle.com/Java/index.html
6 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/
7 https://www.python.org/psf/

phase of our proposed model. One of the main features of the
Paragraph2Vec model is that it can predict semantic words
from a paragraph or document on the fly without any pretraining. We considered these predicted semantic words as the
Semantic Anchors [17], [18] for the DRePs of the software
applications and later on we calculated Cosine similarity [21]
among the Semantic Anchors for calculating the semantic
similarities among cross-platform software applications.

contexts, Le and Mikolov’s [11] proposed a new model,
called ’Paragraph Vector’ which is able to learn continuous
distributed vectors in an unsupervised learning way from a
paragraph or full document. This model predicted the vectors
for a paragraph by predicting multiple word vectors from the
paragraph itself.

B. Singular Value Decomposition
To reduce the impact of less effective API calls, which are
actually used in source code of almost all of the software
applications, we adapted the Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) [22] model. SVD is normally applied on a matrix M
to factor that matrix into multiplication of three matrices such
that:
M = ADB T
(1)
where A and B are orthogonal and D is diagonal where values
are positive real numbers. It is helpful to use a low rank matrix
as an approximation of the high dimensional matrix.
To incorporate SVD in our work we developed a m ∗ n
dimension Term-Document Matrix (TDM) [14] M with the
help of extracted API calls. In our matrix, each row m takes
the name of the API call and each column n takes the software
application as input. Each cell then represents the number
of times the specific API calls appear in the source code
of the related software application. For every programming
language l used in our work we developed an individual TDM
matrix Ml from the source code of the software applications.
Now, applying SVD on each of the Ml we have derived the
low rank matrix which consists of the less but effectively
used API calls in each of the software applications of the
software repository. To perform the whole process we used the
Information Retrieval (IR) technique Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [23] which embeds both TDM and SVD.
C. ParaGraph to Vector
In recent years, Natural Language Processing (NLP) research has had considerable success by utilizing deep learning
techniques, which provides the ability to analyze words from
a sentence to a full paragraph for identifying the semantics of
a word in a more accurate way [26]. Many recent NLP models
use neural networks [27], and especially Convolutional Neural
Network on Word embedding [26]. Word embedding, also
known as distributional vectors, represents the characteristics
of surrounding words of a specific work which helps to learn
the semantic meaning of a word [28], [29]. One of the recent
CNN based word vector representation models is Word2Vec
[30] where the convolution layer operation (the first layer in
the deep learning model) is applied on word embedding to
sub-sample the frequent words as a goal of training a large
unlabelled corpus in a faster way.
With the help of Word2Vec it is possible to learn word
vectors for a full phrase or a full sentence. That is, Word2Vec
can learn word vectors for a fixed length context. To extend
this work for learning word vectors from variable length

Fig. 3: Word Vector learning architecture for paragraph to
vector. This Figure is adapted from [11]
Figure 3 represents the word vector learning mechanism for
a paragraph. Here we are trying to learn a word vector from
our Java program DReP example given in Figure 2a. Here,
in Figure 3, three words from our Java DReP, ‘scans’, ‘the’
and ‘next’ words are trained for predicting the next token.
All the words of a paragraph are embedded in a word matrix
W. Each paragraph is uniquely identified with a Paragraph ID
which is embedded in matrix D. At the training phase, the
Paragraph ID vector, represented by a column in matrix D
and vectors for training words, represented by the column in
matrix W are popped up and are averaged or concatenated
for predicting the token word of the context DReP. This
token is used to memorize the missing elements in the current
context. Paragraph vectors are shared among all the paragraphs
of a document where word vectors of each paragraph are
shared with other word vectors of that paragraph. The whole
training process is done with the help of stochastic gradient
decent which is usually obtained by back propagation in neural
network. This model is also called as ‘Paragraph VectorDistributed Memory (PV-DM)’.
D. CroLSim’s Architecture
The CroLSim architecture is shown in Figure 4. The main
elements of our architecture are software repositories, source
code scripts, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Corpus of
API calls description, configuring DReP, application of Paragraph2Vec and finally an applied K-nearest neighbours (KNN)
[35] algorithm for clustering similar software applications. For
each of the language we maintained an individual repository.
We combined all the source code individually for each of the
software applications and kept them along with the software
application in our software repository.
As can be seen from the figure, first we detect the programming language for each of the software applications from the
repository because of variations in API calls extraction process
for different languages. After extracting API calls from all
the software applications we run SVD on them to find out

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram for CroLSim
less frequently used API calls. We considered the top 400
less frequently used API calls. After performing SVD, for
each of the API calls, we queried the Corpus to get the API
documentation for the queried API call.
Once we queried the Corpus with the extracted API calls,
we retrieved the API documentation for each of the API calls
and added them to a single text file DReP. For a single
software application we observed that we extracted a lot of API
calls which had led us to a large size DReP. Processing larger
size word documents might increase computational complexity
as well as require extensive hardware support. In addition, we
observed that each DReP may contain repeated entries for a
single API call. To overcome these issues, for each API call we
kept only one entry even if it was called multiple times. In our
work this would not generate any problem as we only need an
informative description about the functionality of a software
application. Using multiple entries of a single API description
is redundant since the information provided by them altogether
are equivalent to that of a single entry. For each of the software
applications we generated a single DReP. There are some other
popular 3rd party APIs and Libraries which developers often
use inside the program for ease of software development,
such as OpenCV, Apache Log4j, and Jsoup for Java, and
Numpy and PyQt, for Python. To obtain documentation for
these APIs we first tried to collect descriptions from verified
sources. If we failed to find them, then we collected the source
code and generated their documentation with the help of
document generation APIs provided by different programming
languages, such as Javadoc [31] for Java, Pydoc8 for Python
and DocFX [32] for C#.
Once we generated DReP for all the software applications
in the software repository, we used all these DRePs as input
to ‘Paragraph2Vec’. We adapted the library and structure of
‘Paragraph2Vec’ from Genism [33] with some small modification to the parameters. We set the parameters of ‘Paragraph2Vec’ in the following way for our study: 50 epochs, 10
window size, 2000 dimensions, 0.25 learning rate and a sample
size equal to the number of software applications we are
considering. The reason behind considering high dimension in
word embedding is that our DRePs are a collection of retrieved
8 https://docs.python.org/2/library/pydoc.html

Fig. 5: Workflow for detecting Similar Software Applications
API documentations instead of a regular paragraph. As a
result, most of the sentences are not related to each other. On
the other hand, DReP also depends on the appearance of API
calls which is also not fixed for all the software applications.
So, to learn the distributed representations of a word inside a
paragraph more accurately we used a high dimension vector
representation for each of our words. We executed our model
on the Tensorflow [34] deep learning platform. Finally, for
calculating similarity between two projects, we calculated
the Cosine similarity of vector representation of two DRePs
according to the following equation:
CosineSimilarity = cos(θ) =

A.B
kAk . kBk

(2)

where, A and B are word vectors of dimension D.
Using the cosine similarity, we generated a matrix where
both the row and column of the matrix represent names of
the software applications. Cells of the matrix represent the
cosine similarity scores between the indexed projects. After
performing the whole matrix, we applied the KNN algorithm
to cluster similar software applications
E. CroLSim’s Workflow
The working steps for CroLSim are listed in Figure 5. In
step (1) the user queries with a software application they
have along with the source code. Once the query is made,
in step (2), the search engine sends the query to CroLSim.
As shown in Figure 4 CroLSim first generates DReP for the
queried software application. After that, it compares the newly
generated DReP with the already generated DRePs of the
software applications in the repository. After completing all

the phases of the CroLSim architecture, in step (3) the recommended similar software applications along with the Cosine
similarity scores are returned to the search engine. The search
engine categorizes all the resulting software applications in
step (4) based on their Programming Language and ranks
them according to their similarity scores in an ascending way.
Finally, in step (5) this page is returned to the user who sent
the query.
F. DataSet Collection
For collecting software applications from GitHub, we developed a crawler, named GitCrawl which crawls throughout
the GitHub repositories and downloads Java, Python and C#
software applications. With the help of the GitCrawl we
traversed more than 300K repositories and downloaded more
than 10k software applications for each of the programming
languages. Many of these downloaded repositories did not
include any software application or soure code except some
descriptions or PDF files or other documents. We manually
removed those repositories and finally selected 8,956 Java,
7,658 C#, 10,232 Python applications to proceed with the
CroLSim evaluation process.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We used an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 3.4 GHz CPU with
16GB RAM to run the experiments with CroLSim. As we
have seen that search and retrieval engine related tools and
models are usually evaluated by experts with manual relevance
judgments [9], [10], [36] we validated the results of CroLSim
with 9 participants who have all been engaged with software
development for at least 5 years. To evaluate our work, we
compared our model results with two of the baseline methods,
CLAN [9] and Repopal [10] as these two models are very
related to our work and state of the art solutions in detecting
software similarity.
A. Baseline Methods
From Yang et al.’s Repopal [10] we considered the Readme
files relevance calculation mechanism as the other two parameters, e.g: Stargazer similarity and time relevance of
giving a star by a single user are only workable with
GitHub which hinders universal acceptability of this work and
thus, we did not considered this work in our comparisions.
We also considered McMillan et al.’s CLAN [9] as this
model is closely related to our approach. Our evaluation with
Repopal(readme) and CLAN on our repository experienced
an average 2-3% error from the evaluation results shown in
the original publication which is acceptable for reproducing
any previous model. We did not compare with collaborative
tagging [12] because it requires manual tagging and at the
same time has a performance challenge [37]. Thus, finally we
ended up comparing with the two closely related state of the
art approaches with ours.

TABLE II: D EGREE OF RELEVANCE ASSIGNED BY PARTICI PANTS

Score
1

Relevance
Highly Dissimilar

2

Dissimilar

3

Neural

4

Similar

5

Highly Similar

Description
Two software applications are entirely different
Two software applications are mostly different
It is hard to say two software applications
are similar or not
Two software application are somewhat
similar
Two tools are completely similar to each
other

B. Evaluation Methodologies
In this section, we we discuss how we evaluated CroLSim
with the help of nine participants and widely used performance
measurement metrics.
1) Confidence: Confidence level means the degrees of
relevance one participant can provide at time of validating
the results of already detected similar software applications
according to their own manual evaluation of the resulted
repositories. We asked our participants to evaluate our detected
similar software applications based on their query by giving
a confidence score ranges from 1 to 5 according to table
II. We built appropriate user interfaces to make it easier
for our participants and for collecting confidence scores for
each of the software applications ranked in the top-5 for a
query performed by each participant of our system. Once
we collected the scores, we calculated the mean and median
confidence levels for the recommended top-5 results for each
query. We allowed each of our participants to query twice with
two different software applications which generates 15∗2 = 30
recommendations for three programming languages in total.
As a result, we got 270 recommendations and related confidence scores to evaluate our work. We could do more, but
as each of our participants needed to validate 15 software
applications for each of their queries, which was really time
consuming (>6hours/query) and required considerable manual
labour, we limited our validation process to 18 queries in total.
But as those queries were randomly selected and performed
on a collection of real software applications, the evaluation
process would not differ much with a higher number of
queries.
2) SuccessRate@T: We adapted this performance analysis
parameter from Zhang et al.’s [10] work. According to their
definition, SuccessRate@T defines the proportion of successful top-5 recommendations we found after performing a query
in our system. Here the value of T can be any value of our
defined confidence level. For example, if the top-5 recommended software applications for a given query are evaluated
with confidence level 4, 3, 2, 1, 2 at time of SuccessRate@5,
this query will not be considered as a successful one. In
our work, we considered up to SuccessRate@4 as successful
recommendation for a query.
3) User Study: To cross validate our work, we divided our
participants randomly in two groups. Participants from each

TABLE III: S UCCESS R ATE COMPARISION FOR CLAN, R E group were asked to run CroLSim in their own way. For POPAL (R EADME ) AND C RO LS IM
each of the participants we defined a list of tasks needed to
Programming
SuccessRate@4
SuccessRate@5
Language
be performed. Each of the participants were asked to select
Repopal
Repopal
CLAN
CroLSim CLAN
CroLSim
one software application and perform a query with that. To
(Readme)
(Readme)
Java
65%
25%
72%
32%
21%
68%
ensure the accuracy and adaptability of our cross validation
Python
62%
23%
78%
28%
25%
64%
procedures, we did not provide any restriction on the parC#
73%
21%
81%
44%
26%
75%
ticipants at the time of selecting software applications. Once
Java & Python N/A
19%
71%
N/A
24
62%
Java & C#
N/A
22%
82%
N/A
29%
70%
a user queried with a software application of one language,
Python & C#
N/A
18%
76%
N/A
28
65%
related software applications for the other two programming
9
N/A: Not Applicable
languages are listed on the CroLSim’s user interface. We
also listed recommended similar software applications from
the same programming languages. We limited the number of RQ3 What are the Precision Scores of CroLSim, CLAN and
software applications on the interface to 5 for each of the
Repopal(Readme) for detecting similar software applicaprogramming languages. Once the queried results popped up,
tions?
we asked our participants to assign a confidence level, C, to
each of the resulting software applications according to the
V. E VALUATION
Table II.
Finally, when both of the groups were done with their
In this section, we discuss the answers to the research
queries and evaluation, we asked one group to validate the questions defined in previous section for evaluating the perevaluation results of the other group. At this time, we asked formance of our proposed model.
the participants to check and comment regarding the already
evaluated queries and their results and finalize their decision of A. Answer to RQ1: SuccessRate@T
accepting or rejecting the previous participants evaluation. We
Our experimental study on success rates for three tools,
collected all the accepted queries and results of confidence
level. For the rejected results, we performed those queries baseline methods: CLAN, Repopal(Readme) and our proposed
again with other participants and collected the final results CroLSim are shown in Table III. From the table we can see
once they were finally accepted by the validating participant. that CroLSim has a higher success rate than all other models
4) Precision: For our evaluation we defined Precision as for both single programming language and cross-language
the portion of similar and highly similar software applications programming languages. For single programming language
recommended by our top-5 position for a given software such as Java, Python and C#, CroLSim can recommend
application query. For the set of queries performed by our software applications for a given query with a SuccessRate@4
participants we calculated mean and median precision for our (contain at least 1 similar recommendation for the given query)
proposed model. As we are going to evaluate whether our for a rate of 72%, 78% and 81% respectively where the
model can detect software similarity across different program- very related work CLAN has observed 65%, 62% and 73%
ming languages, we calculated mean and median precision for respectively at a rate of SuccessRate@4. For this scenario,
recommended similar software applications individually across Repopal (Readme) application has been observed with very
different programming languages. For example, we calculated poor performance, 25% for Java, 23% for Python and 21%
mean and median precision between Java and Python, Java and for C# programming language based software applications.
C# and C# and Python. At time of calculating precision for a For SuccessRate@5 (contain at least 1 highly or fully similar
recommendation system we also need to calculate Recall of the recommendation of software application for the given query)
system. But for our case, we could not calculate it as we did CroLSim outperforms all other models with its success rate;
not define and did not have any previous knowledge about our 68%, 64% and 75% for Java, Python and C# programming
repository regarding how many software applications are sim- languages respectively. For this scenario, other models, CLAN
ilar in our experimental software repository. The main reason and Repopal (Readme) observed a considerably lower success
to work with random and unlabeled software applications is rates (lower than 45%) comparative to CroLSim.
For Cross language similar software application detection,
to evaluate the performance of CroLSim in a real life scenario
at
SuccessRate@4, our experiments showed that CroLSim can
and with bias free experimental analysis.
recommend software application tools with a success rate of
5) Research Questions: For performing the evaluation
62% between Java and Python, 70% between Java and C#
work, we designed our experiments to answer the following
and 65% between Python and C# programming language.
three research questions:
This result is much higher comparative to Repopal (Readme)
RQ1 What are the SuccessRate@T scores of CroLSim, CLAN which showed a success rate lower than 30%. Thus, to answer
and Repopal(Readme) for detecting software similarity? RQ1, we can confidently say that CroLSim outperforms the
RQ2 What are the Confidence Scores of CroLSim, CLAN and other two state of the art tools in detecting similar software
Repopal(Readme) for detecting similar software applica- applications of different programming languages in term of
SuccessRate@T.
tions?

TABLE IV: C ONFIDENCE S CORE COMPARISON FOR CLAN,
R EPOPAL (R EADME ) AND C RO LS IM
Programming
Language

Mean Confidence Score
CLAN

Java
Python
C#
Java & Python
Java & C#
Python & C#

2.24
1.72
3.32
N/A
N/A
N/A

Repopal
(Readme)
1.94
1.75
1.82
1.78
1.89
1.74
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CroLSim
3.29
3.62
3.48
3.24
3.52
3.35

Median Confidence Score
CLAN
2.0
1.8
3.2
N/A
N/A
N/A

Repopal
(Readme)
1.74
1.7
1.63
1.6
1.6
1.4

CroLSim
3.5
3.7
3.6
3.6
4.2
4.0

N/A: Not Applicable

B. Answer to RQ2: Confidence Score
The mean and median confidence scores we observed at
the time of our experiments for all three tools, e.g., CLAN,
Repopal (Readme) and CroLSim are stated in Table IV. From
the table we can see that, for a single programming language,
CroLSim has a mean and median confidence score of 3.29
and 3.5 respectively for Java, 3.62 and 3.7 respectively for
Python and 3.48 and 3.6 respectively for C#. On other hand,
CLAN has an observed mean and median confidence score of
2.24 and 2.0 respectively for Java, 1.72 and 1.8 respectively
for Python and 3.32 and 3.2 respectively for C#. For Repopal
(readme) we see that its recommendation based on readme files
similarity gets very low mean and median confidence scores
(less than 1.9 in most cases) which is not even acceptable as
a similar software recommendation method itself.
The reason for CLAN’s showing poor performance with
Python is that Python supports a lot of third party libraries
rather than depending only on the Python API itself. So, it false
positively detects a lot of similar software applications which
are not similar at all. So, the confidence scores deteriorates
considerably. C# development is mostly dependent on the .Net
framework provided APIs so CLAN performs good, almost
near to CroLSim.
For detecting cross language similar software applications
from a repository, we examined a good and acceptable performance for CroLSim. For detecting similar software applications between Java and Python, it is found mean and median
confidence scores are 3.24 and 3.6 respectively. For similar
software detection between Python and C#, mean and median
confidence scores are observed 3.35 and 4.0 respectively and
for the case of Java and C#, these values are 3.52 and 4.2.
From this analysis we can say, CroLSim can detect similar
software applications across different programming language
with great accuracy.
C. Answer to RQ3: Precision Score
From Table V we can see that CroLSim has a higher mean
and median precision values than all other existing methods.
For single programming language software repositories like
Java, Python and C# we observed mean average precision
values 0.764, 0.798 and 0.725 respectively and median precision values 0.68, 0.7 and 0.64 respectively. For Java, CLAN
achieves a mean average precision of 0.284 and median
precision of 0.4 which is lower than CroLSim. For Python

TABLE V: P RECISION SCORE COMPARISON FOR CLAN,
R EPOPAL (R EADME ) AND C RO LS IM
Programming
Languages
Java
Python
C#
Java & Python
Java & C#
Python & C#

CLAN
0.284
0.178
0.304
N/A
N/A
N/A

Mean Precision
Repopal
CroLSim
(Readme)
0.147
0.764
0.158
0.798
0.151
0.725
0.168
0.652
0.162
0.645
0.158
0.671
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Median Precision
Repopal
CLAN
CroLSim
(Readme)
0.4
0.2
0.68
0.24
0.19
0.7
0.46
0.2
0.64
N/A
0.22
0.57
N/A
0.22
0.54
N/A
0.2
0.58

N/A: Not Applicable

and C#, CLAN’s mean and median precision achievements
are 0.178, 0.304 and 0.24, 0.46 respectively. Compared to
CroLSim, mean and median precision values achieved by
CLAN for all the programming languages are lower. For
another baseline method, Repopal(Readme) achieves very low
mean and median precision values (most of the cases lower
that 0.2) which actually confirms that CroLSim outperforms all
the existing methodologies and models in terms of detecting
similar software applications from software repository in terms
of accuracy.
For Cross-Language software similarity detection, we examined that CroLSim can detect similar software applications
with higher accuracy and precision value across different programming languages. For Java and Python, the mean average
precision for CroLSim in 0.652 and median precision is 0.57.
For Java and C# the mean average precision is 0.645 and
median precision is 0.54 and for Python and C# we observed
mean and median precision values 0.671 and 0.58 respectively.
Compared to Repopal (Readme) CroLSim achieved much
higher precision as Repopal (readme) achieved a mean and
median precision rate of less than 0.2.
From the above analysis we come to a conclusion that,
CroLSim outperforms the existing methodologies of similar
software detection for repositories in terms of success rate,
confidence level and precision score achieved for single language. For Cross-Platform software similarity detection, to the
best of our knowledge, as it is the first approach to detect
similar software applications across different programming
languages by performing semantic relationships among API
calls, a mean average precision of more than 0.65 is an
acceptable one for all respects.
VI. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
Participants. Any study involving users may have potential
bias and we are not an exception. However, in this study we
were careful in selecting the users and only selected those who
have at least five years of experience with the programming
languages. Furthermore, we conducted cross-validations with
different groups of users until a consensus was reached.
Repositories. The sample size of our experiments may not
be enough to generalized the whole ecosystem of a software
repository. However, we used about 9K Java, 8K C#, and 10K
Python software applications from GitHub which is much large
in size compared to any of the subject systems. Since we were
able to directly use GitHub systems without any change or

fabrication, we can confidently say that CroLSim would be
able to work with other systems and repositories too.
Third party API documentation. Unavailability or poor
quality of API documentation is a potential threat for CroLSim. However, we were able to limit this threat by using
the documentation which is made available by the providers
of the APIs. Of course, for third party ones, we relied on
developers’ documentations. We also made sure those are in
an understandable format.
Parameters for Evaluation. One might argue about our
selection of the evaluation metrics as well. In order to mitigate
those threats we adapted the widely used metrics for such
studies from previous work such as CLAN [9], Collaborative
Tagging [12] and Repopal [10]. Such evaluations were also
used in various other related studies too [8], [38], [39].
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Finding similar software applications is not a new research
topic. However, there is a marked lack in detecting similar
applications from systems of different languages. In the following we position our work with the state of the art:
A. Detecting Similar Software Applications
The work of Kawaguchi et al. [8], McMillan et al. [9],
Thung et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [10] are most closely related
to ours. In MudaBlue [8], the authors only considered the
identifiers of source code which requires manual investigation
to pick the informative one. McMillan et al. in their CLAN
[9] used JDK API calls similarity to detect similar Java based
software applications from the repository and evaluated with
more than 8K Java applications. Unfortunately, since API
calls across systems of different programming languages are
significantly different, their approach cannot be used for cross
language similarity detection. In another work, Thung et al.
[12] detected similar applications using manual collaborative
tagging of the applications. While this holds promise for cross
language similarity detection, applicability of this approach
is limited since it is solely dependent on manual evaluation
and user experience in tagging the applications. In a recent
work, Zhang et al. [10] extracted three pieces of information,
relevance of Readme files, Stargazer relevance and Time
relevance for each of the software applications from GitHub
and used those to detect similar software applications. While
this approach also has promise in cross language similarity
detection, its applicability is limited to GitHub repositories.
Other repositories may not have these pieces of information.
Even stargazer information and time relevance of putting the
stars by a stargazer are not available for many of the GitHub
repositories. This also possibly the primary reason why the
authors were restricted to use only 1K software applications.
In our proposed work, we attempted to overcome the
limitations of the existing state of the art approaches discussed
above. Our work is based on documentation of all API calls
and on Deep Convolutional Neural Network based Paragraph
Vector Model which were not used in such contexts in the past.
We also compared our approach with those of McMillan et al.

and Zhang et al. and demonstrated with rigorous experiments
that CroLSim outforms those approaches in detecting similar
software applications for both single and cross programming
languages.
B. Code Search and Clone Detection
Several studies exist to search code fragments from source
code, e.g. Exemplar [39], SNIFF [40], Portfolio [38], Parseweb
[42], Spotweb [41] and so on. These studies perform code
searching with the help of Natural Language Processing and
matching a certain amount of word queries. These are not
directly related to our work as we are recommending fully
functional software applications related to another fully functional software application but our method can be applied
in these circumstances which is another future goal of our
ongoing study.
At present a lot of clone detection tools in source code
are available [43], [44], [45] which use various NLP and
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [52] based approaches to detect
similar behaving code fragments across different software
applications. Cross-language code clone detection has also
been studied using intermediate languages [46] and version
histories [47] with limited success. As with these models,
CroLSim also possibly has potential in cross language clone
detection, which we plan to explore in the future.
C. Software Categorization
Another related research area is categorizing software applications in a software repository. A good number of studies
have already been performed by Kawaguchi et al. (using their
tool MUDAblue) [8], Wang et al. [48], Xu. et al. [49], Zhang et
al. [50] and so on. The basics of categorizing software applications is part of detecting similar software applications. Once
one can detect similar software applications, with the help
of different clustering approaches, e.g. KNN, Random Forest,
SVM and so on. It is possible to cluster software applications
based on the similarity score. So we can say, CroLSim can
be easily extended to categorize software applications which
is discussed in our Architecture Section III-D. However, we
did not evaluate the performance of clustering the software
applications since our objective was to detect similar software
applications of different languages.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced CroLSim, which is able to
detect cross language similar software applications with an
average precision of more than 65%. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to explore a deep learning based
approach to detect semantic relationships among API calls
in order to identify similar applications written in different
programming languages. Our approach provides a general
solution for detecting software similarity and can detect similar software applications written in the same programming
language as well as similar applications written in different
programming languages for any type of software repository.
We use the functional description of the APIs to identify

the semantic relationship among the APIs, which we use to
detect similar software applications in a source code repository. Our experimental evaluations show that CroLSim outperforms available mechanisms for detecting similar software
applications with a significant performance improvement. In
the future, our plan is to extend this work to detect code
clones in software applications, searching for similar code
blocks from different software applications and automatically
categorizing software applications with meaningful names in
a cross-language environment. In addition, we plan to study
the benefits of using AST-based features along with CroLSim
for detecting similar software applications.
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